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Abstract

Background and Purpose: The competence of clinical instructors is regarded as the most significant factor in achieving training goals. Competence is not a single, uniform concept, and different definitions have been proposed by educational organizers including instructors and students. Therefore, this study was performed to review the experiences of nursing students and clinical trainers regarding the characteristics of a competent clinical instructor and explore the concept of clinical competence.

Methods: This qualitative study was performed on 22 participants including 12 nursing students and 10 clinical instructors. For data collection, open interviews were conducted and field notes were taken. The obtained data were assessed via content analysis.

Results: Based on the analysis of interviews, five major themes related to the competence of clinical instructors emerged. These themes were as follows: "the ability to establish effective communication", "instructor’s academic status", "scholarly knowledge", "clinical competence" and "educational qualifications". Therefore, a competent clinical instructor should have a combination of these characteristics, which work hand in hand and affect each other.

Conclusion: Participants’ experiences suggested that clinical instructors’ competence is a multi-dimensional concept. Overall, a competent clinical instructor should have a "comprehensive perspective". As the results indicated, the emerging themes were not similar to those reported in previous studies.
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Introduction

Nursing education has significantly improved in recent years. Practitioners and experts in this field aim to achieve its primary goal, i.e., training nurses who are professionally qualified (1). These experts strive to identify the contributing factors and modify educational systems in order to train nurses who can provide high-quality care for patients.

One of the most important factors affecting nursing education is students’ clinical experiences or the quality of their clinical training (2-4). Clinical education is regarded as the core of professional nursing training (5). Considering the fact that nursing is a practice-based profession, learning via clinical practice is an important component of nursing education (6).

Despite the wide range of investigations in this area, factors contributing to the effectiveness of clinical education have not been yet identified (1). Clinical instructors can improve the clinical practice of nursing students and educate competent
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Clinical practitioners. They also can provide learning opportunities by controlling different variables (6-8).

It is obvious that instructors must have the required competence and qualifications to efficiently play their roles (9, 10). This has led to the growing interest of nursing researchers in the competence and effectiveness of clinical instructors (1, 4, 11, 12).

Various studies have been conducted in this area. Some have introduced the quality of student-trainer relationship as the most important factor for an effective training and some have acknowledged the importance of knowledge and information, along with communication skills (1, 13, 14). However, there is still no consensus regarding the characteristics of a competent clinical instructor (15).

In a study by Ullian, an effective clinical instructor was introduced as an individual who can successfully perform his/her professional responsibilities as a nurse or physician, properly monitor students’ performance, provide skill training as a teacher and be proficient in interpersonal communication (16).

On the other hand, according to a study by Davis, competent clinical instructors are accomplished researchers, who are capable of meeting their teaching responsibilities with the highest quality and establishing moral, professional and communicative relations with others (17).

Considering the importance of clinical training, Iranian researchers have paid particular attention to the criteria affecting the efficiency of clinical instructors in recent years and have evaluated some of their characteristics from the viewpoint of students and instructors (2, 4, 12). However, participants' experiences have been different in these studies.

Jouybari considered a competent clinical instructor as one with scientific and practical abilities, ethical codes and management capabilities (2). Also, Heshmati Nabavi introduced six characteristics for an effective clinical trainer including meta-cognition, providing attractive learning environments, communicative skills, clinical competence, personal characteristics and being a functional role model (4).

Although previous studies have introduced various features and criteria for effective clinical trainers, no single, uniform concept of competence has been defined with regard to circumstances and participants’ experiences. Since educational organizations, instructors and students have given different definitions of competence, further studies are required to identify competent instructors, based on experience.

Clinical competence is the main factor for effective clinical learning (18). Moreover, students' assessment of clinical competence and self-assessment by faculty members can provide important information about nursing education (19). Therefore, we conducted this study to review the experiences of nursing students and clinical instructors regarding the characteristics of competent clinical trainers. We also tried to define the concept of clinical competence.

Materials and Methods

Considering the aim of this study, i.e., introducing the characteristics of competent clinical instructors from the viewpoints of nursing students and trainers, content analysis was applied in this qualitative research. The participants included 12 nursing students and 10 clinical instructors, who willingly participated in this study after obtaining informed consents. The students had at least passed two semesters of apprenticeship and instructors had at least two years of experience in training (seven with MS and three with BA degree).

For data collection, two-way unstructured interviews were performed. The duration of interviews was about 45 minutes for instructors and 30 minutes for students. The researcher was present in the setting (four days a week as a clinical instructor) and thoroughly evaluated the observations and functions of trainers and students. The viewpoints of hospital officials were also included to enrich the data.

The researcher’s long interaction with the participants and friendly research environment were of great help in gaining participants' trust and understanding the study environment. Interviews with the participants continued until reaching data saturation. Therefore, after the 20th interview, no
further information was gathered.

The study objectives were first explained to the participants, and the researcher performed interviews by asking a general question and inviting the participants to describe their apprenticeship experiences and their opinions about their clinical trainers. After receiving the answers, the researcher continued the interview by asking the following exploratory questions:

- What do you mean by that?
- How did you feel about…?
- Why was the trainer’s behavior acceptable?
- What do you expect from your instructor?
- Why do you run this program or behave in such manner for training students?

The interviews were recorded and transcribed word by word on the same day and the transcripts were used as original research data. Data collection and analysis were performed simultaneously and continuously via content analysis (20). First, the transcripts were reviewed and coded, and then, the next interviews were performed.

The extracted codes, which were in fact the connotation of important statements by the participants about their experiences, were categorized in the same class, based on their similarities. Themes and abstract ideas were also extracted by comparing the categories and sub-categories (20).

For verifying the data and the extracted codes, the initial coding of each interview was validated or corrected by the interviewee. The list of all interviews and emerging classes was re-examined by the researcher’s colleagues in order to increase the validity of the transcripts. Eventually, during a group session, the extracted classes were presented to five faculty members and verified according to their ideas and interpretations.

Moreover, sampling with maximum variance (i.e., including students and trainers with different educational levels from different groups and sections) increased the credibility of the study. The study was performed at Babol University of Medical Sciences after being approved by the Research Council and Ethics Committee of the university. The participants were voluntarily included in the study (i.e., they were aware of the study objectives and were assured about the confidentiality of the data), and informed consents were obtained.

Results

Following the analysis of the data, obtained via interviews and field notes, 227 basic codes were extracted. After merging the overlapping codes, 93 codes finally emerged. After code analysis and classification, five major themes as the key elements for defining competence in clinical instructors were obtained. These themes were as follows: "the ability to establish effective communication", "academic status", "scholarly knowledge", "clinical competence" and "educational qualifications". These themes formed the main components of clinical competence.

Based on the understanding and experiences of students and trainers in this study, a qualified clinical instructor is one with a comprehensive perspective, i.e., having a combination of the introduced characteristics. In this regard, the participants said:

"A competent instructor is a role model. I mean he has an understanding behavior with the patients, students and even the environment." (Instructor 9)

"You know why our trainer was the best? He did not focus on only practical or theoretical tasks. He prepared our minds for methodological subjects by giving proper answers to our scientific questions."

![Figure 1. The main components of clinical competence in nursing instructors](image-url)
He knew how to treat patients, doctors, nurses and students. Everyone counted on him; he was a real intellectual.” (Student 7)

In the following section, we elaborate the extracted themes.

**The Ability to establish effective communication**

The extracted codes related to this theme implicated the instructor's ability to communicate effectively with the students and the staff and manage stressful situations. As all students pointed out, an unqualified instructor is the main source of stress in clinical environments:

"Mostly, it's the instructor's behavior that causes stress. I don’t want to be afraid of my trainer; I want to learn something without being stressed or looking pale. I don’t want to be worried about my instructor's bad behavior in front of other students or staff while I'm trying to do something." (Student 1)

While trainers try to set some boundaries in their communication with students, they know the value of appropriate behavior as an important factor in gaining students’ trust. In this regard, one of the instructors said:

"Over the years, I've learnt that the first thing students need is a stress-free environment; this way, they'll feel more comfortable with their trainer, even if the trainer is not knowledgeable enough." (Instructor 6)

Participants believed that instructors are the communicative bridge between the students, staff and hospital departments. Trainers must gain the confidence of different hospital authorities in order to provide more real-life opportunities for the students:

"In sections where instructors don't have a good relationship with the staff, the personnel don't behave properly with the students or the trainer. So, students are constantly worried about being replaced by the personnel in their assigned tasks." (Student 11)

A qualified trainer is expected to control stress-inducing behaviors between students, staff, patients and patients’ companions. Participants believed that clinical trainers should be familiar with students’ emotional status and support them. Overall, the characteristics of a competent instructor in stressful situations were as follows: respecting students in front of others, providing a peaceful learning environment and using encouragement instead of punishment. In this regard, the participants said:

"Sometimes, students make huge mistakes. I keep it to myself till I can find the right time to warn them. If we humiliate the students in front of others, they might be exploited in future and that’s not something I want." (Instructor 2)

"Once, a nurse asked me to do something out of the hospital department, which was not part of my responsibilities. I didn’t know what to do! I thought the nurse would embarrass me in front of my trainer if I didn't accept it, because I'd heard such things in other departments. On the other hand, if I accepted to do it, my instructor could blame me for not getting his permission. Finally, I decided to tell my instructor. Unlike other departments, he calmly talked to the nurses and they withdrew their request without getting upset." (Student 8)

Regarding the importance of an effective relationship between instructors and students in gaining patients' trust, one of the instructors said:

"If I scold my students in front of patients, it will be impossible to effectively communicate with them or help them do a certain task." (Instructor 9)

**The instructor’s academic status**

The sub-classes of this theme included a set of specific characteristics required for an instructor, which emphasized the instructor’s academic status. All participants acknowledged that a competent instructor is disciplined, lively, calm, committed, well-dressed, eager, active, sympathetic, good-tempered, modest, interested in new experiences, curious, self-contained, flexible, reliable and confident; they should also follow the rules and be good shrinks. With regard to instructors’ discipline and vibrancy, participants said:

"We expect a trainer to accompany students at the department rather than being late for half an hour. A trainer should not be lazy or moody." (Students 2)

Regarding instructors' appearance, the students said:

"Some trainers wear high-heels and short trousers
and blame students for not wearing a suitable uniform." (Students 6)

"The hospital personnel look up to us. Not only us, but also our faculty and university are of great importance. Our colleagues and students pay great attention to our appearance, as well as our behaviors, and copy us. This label on our clothes, which says "clinical instructor", makes us care about such issues." (Instructor 3)

With regard to being eager and dynamic, one of the instructors said:

"I was more satisfied and efficient at the neurology department, because I could have new experiences and do tasks I’m interested in; I am still learning." (Instructor 2)

With regard to the importance of being sympathetic with students, an instructor said:

"I’ve seen cases where the trainer had the required abilities. The students accepted him as a member of their own team and believed that he understands them well. So, such trainers are more successful in training students, while in cases where trainers separate themselves from the students, they might not be that efficient in training." (Instructor 8)

Another trainer stated some features of a competent clinical instructor by remarking some of his experiences as a student:

"In spite of being knowledgeable, our trainer was quite humble and modest. He was an unbiased observer; he wasn’t just kind to me, but to everyone. I can say he touched our hearts!" (Instructor 1)

Regarding instructors’ flexibility, the participants said:

"Some trainers are offensive, resentful, rigid and too disciplined. They don’t even consider that students might have some personal problems in such a mechanical life. For instance, if you are once late for five minutes, they won’t accept any excuses, even if something serious had occurred." (Student 12)

"Given the close relationships in clinical environments, students often talk to me about their personal and educational problems. I try to advise them, especially about educational laws and regulations which can be helpful for them." (Instructor 6)

"Some trainers are like psychologists. This is good, as they understand who is trying to attract attention or is acting differently; such things are important to them." (Student 9)

**Educational qualifications**

This theme is related to the importance of clinical education, attracting students’ attention prior to training, power of speech and conveying information, creating clinical learning opportunities, problem-focused training and promoting independence, critical thinking and unbiased, accurate assessment. Most participants agreed that qualified clinical instructors have such abilities or are dissatisfied with the inadequacies.

According to the researcher’s field notes about the importance of clinical education, one of the participants said:

"Do you remember the last term? The trainer stood with his book in a corner. He didn’t prescribe any medicines and avoided seeing patients with the students. But this semester, the trainer is spending most of his time with the patients and students. So, why did the students really learn during this term? Holding classes at university would be much better this way!"

Regarding the power of speech and the ability to convey information, one of the trainers said:

"I saw experts who couldn’t speak well. They were professionally knowledgeable, but students and the personnel couldn’t learn anything from them." (Instructor 1)

Regarding instructors’ flexibility, the participants said:

"Some trainers are like psychologists. This is good, as they understand who is trying to attract attention or is acting differently; such things are important to them." (Student 9)
student said:
"At the hospital, it’s better to ask students to prepare the materials they have learnt that day rather than ask them to be prepared for some tasks the day after; that way, we’ll have the chance to learn something." (Student 1)

Regarding the importance of students’ clinical independence, one participant said:
"Sometimes, trainers don’t let us do the assigned tasks as we are not fast enough. So, when are we supposed to learn?! It’s better to give the necessary instructions and let the students do the procedures." (Student 7)

Regarding trainers’ ability to teach critical thinking, a student said:
"Trainers are different. We pass five terms of apprenticeship. We control serum drops and insert formula, without knowing the reason why! During the sixth semester, our trainer told us not to do anything without knowing the reason. She made us think about even routine, ordinary steps. Now that we can think critically about everything related to patients, treatment and observation, learning and nursing have become more interesting. Now, I know that nursing requires knowledge in all fields, even mathematics. If I’d been first trained that way, I would have become a physician by now (kidding)." (Student 10)

As trainers stated, some of their colleagues care more about students’ satisfaction rather than educational goals. As they stated:
"We’ll never meet the educational goals if we try to keep students satisfied." (Instructor 5)

Clinical competence
According to participants’ experiences, factors affecting clinical competence mainly included active and continuous presence at hospital departments, paying attention to patients, diagnosing critical conditions, direct involvement in clinical issues, work experience and proficiency and adapting with department facilities and shortcomings:
"I’ve seen some trainers who just tell students how to do something; I’m not like that at all; for instance, I use the suction catheter myself and do the procedure so that students can see how it is performed; then, I let them do it. This way, the department staff won’t be concerned about the assigned responsibilities." (Instructor 2)

One of the trainers emphasized the importance of inclusive attention to patients:
"In one of the sections, students had difficulty communicating with a 36- or 37-year-old woman with hemorrhoid. She was hospitalized in a four-bedded room, with different clothes and bed sheets. My students and I entered the room and went over bed one, on which a 60-year-old woman with cholecystitis was lying. We checked the patient’s condition and gave her the required training. While leaving the room, the young woman called us and started talking about her condition. As I told my students, we wouldn’t have been successful if we’d directly gone to her. She was apparently different from others and we needed to do something indirectly to gain her trust. A good nurse should consider not only the disease, but also the patient." (Instructor 9)

Regarding the importance of trainers’ ability in diagnosing critical conditions, a trainer said:
"Once a patient’s condition deteriorated and I told a nurse about it, but she didn’t pay that much attention and the patient was transferred to the ICU. When students see such things, they think that we are Gods of medical sciences, although we are..."
About the importance of trainers' direct involvement in clinical tasks, participants said:

"Once I broke an angiocath and the trainer yelled at me in front of the personnel. I had never seen an angiocath in her hands. She didn’t do anything, she didn’t even touch the patients." (Student 7)

"As I recall, some instructors never used an angiocath themselves. Well, in that department, we were just theoretically trained and the personnel didn’t let us do anything." (Student 3)

"Students expect their trainers to be ahead of others, to be proficient and capable of doing everything." (Instructor 8)

One of the trainers discussed a learning experience about clinical proficiency:

"I had a trainer who claimed that he could examine patients while the bedroom door was closed, as he could hear their steps. That’s what I call an instructor." (Instructor 10)

With regard to the maximum use of department facilities, participants said:

"I often tell my students that there is always time to learn theoretical subjects, but there are things in the department which you may never see again. Sometimes, I take the students with me to other departments to show them interesting cases." (Instructor 2)

"The trainer told us to wear gloves during injections, while the head nurse asked us not to use that many gloves. When the trainer was informed, he discussed the problem with the Infection Control Department and the faculty and they provided us with enough gloves. Other instructors would have asked their students to work with the available equipments, which may be even wrong, sometimes." (Student 10)

Most participants acknowledged that competence is a major criterion for gaining the trust of department authorities and creating more learning opportunities for the students:

"The department staff trusted our instructor. She was authoritative and spent so much time with the students. When the staff wanted to do something, even specialized tasks, they first asked if her trainees were willing to perform the procedure. We realized that they gave us more responsibilities because they trusted her. On the other hand, in other departments, the head nurse asked our trainer not to give room X to students since many things needed to be done for the patient or that the patient was severely ill. This meant that they neither trusted us nor the trainer:" (Student 8)

"In departments where the personnel trust the trainer, they give students many responsibilities, even at a 24-bed department with critically ill patients." (Instructor 6)

**Scholarly knowledge**

Participants (especially students) believed that a competent clinical instructor is one with sufficient updated knowledge, regardless of the academic degree:

"Sometimes, nurses ask trainers to describe medication leaflets. Well, this is totally different from the time when trainers ask everything from the staff, even answers to students' questions." (Student 4)

"Once, while I was taking the night shift, I noticed some skin rashes around a patient's neck and head; nurses had diagnosed the condition as drug sensitivity, while after systematic re-examination, my students and I diagnosed the patient with shingles. When experts in infectious diseases confirmed our diagnosis, not only did the students feel proud of themselves, but also they trusted me more than ever." (Instructor 3)

Participants also believed that a competent trainer should be able to answer the questions of both students and the staff:

"When I answer the personnel's questions or try to resolve academic differences between the students and staff in a debate, I can feel that my students are satisfied and proud." (Instructor 5)

Trainers' proficiency in English language was one of the features of a competent trainer, acknowledged by a large number of participants. In this regard, one of the trainers discussed his experience as a student:

"He was a doctoral student whom I was really fond of. He was also fluent in English. Besides being a nurse, he used to teach us English, which was great." (Instructor 1)

"The students feel good when the staff ask us English
questions, especially about new medicines; this has happened to me several times." (Instructor 2)

Participants had conflicting opinions about the trainers’ research activities. Some considered research as a necessary factor in clinical competence, while some regarded it as a cause of diversion from training goals and reduced qualification. Since not enough data were gathered on this issue and participants expressed conflicting experiences in this regard, we did not include it as a major theme. In this regard, the participants said:

"Mr. X is responsible for the Journal Club as one of the department's assignments. He judges the articles and teaches us how to perform research in clinical settings. If he wasn't a researcher himself, he couldn't have been such a good instructor. He always influenced us with his critical way of thinking and answered our research questions." (Students 8)

"Interest in research makes you and your students curious. For instance, when I explained infection control for the students in the ICU and reported the results of my own research, it greatly influenced them. They learned not to do anything blindly, but based on existing evidence." (Instructor 3)

"I don't like to be involved in research; honestly, it's just for having a higher academic status at the university." (Instructor 2)

"We have to write an article every year. Well, it's time-consuming and we don't have the time to review new reference books." (Instructor 7)

Discussion

The present findings showed that both students and trainers consider a qualified clinical instructor as one with a wholesome perspective, who possesses the introduced characteristics all together. In other words, a competent trainer should be capable of communicating effectively while having scientific, clinical and educational competence, as well as an academic status.

While previous studies noted the importance of success in multiple roles for an effective clinical trainer (12, 14, 15, 17), the reported findings were not in accordance with each other or the present results with regard to various dimensions of competence. For instance, Davis mentioned success in educational, scientific and professional roles (17), while Ullian noted the importance of education, regulation, professionalism and effective communication.

Previous studies have put more emphasis on some abilities of clinical instructors. Jouybari considered the educational role and professional qualifications of trainers to be more important than their personal traits or communication (2), whereas in another study, students highlighted the importance of communicative patterns rather than educational management (21).

However, participants in our study greatly emphasized five major characteristics which worked hand in hand. The ability to establish effective communication was one of the characteristics of a competent clinical instructor, which reduced stress and provided more learning opportunities for the students. Moreover, the importance of communicative facilitators and environmental stress reducers has been highlighted in many studies (2, 4, 22).

Boor introduced student-instructor communication as an important factor in clinical learning and considered communicative skills as an inevitable criterion for performing high-quality, specialized tasks (17). Besides confirming this finding, Alavi introduced an effective clinical instructor as a scholar with a communicative approach (10). Although some studies have introduced intra-personal relationship as the first and most important priority for a trainer's efficacy (9, 23, 25), they are not homogeneous regarding the quality of communication and indicators for such relations.

Students participating in Buchle’s study strongly felt that qualified clinical trainers are accessible and able to provide a secure, non-judgmental environment for the students (15), whereas Alavi introduced a friendly atmosphere as a significant component, which can lead to more interest and motive in students (12).

Jouybari also regarded communicative competence as an important characteristic, which encompasses the ability to establish a respectful, non-stressful educational communication, as well as understanding students and paying attention...
to their individual differences (2). Such different perceptions of effective communication are influenced by cultural circumstances, student-instructor relation at different universities and the attitudes of the staff and officials towards students and nursing education.

Based on participants' opinions in this study, a competent clinical instructor is able to interact with the students and is capable of professional communication, especially to enforce cooperation and create more learning opportunities for the students. Beits regarded a clinical instructor to be responsible for creating and improving the learning environment (10). Heshmati introduced the ability to coordinate and cooperate with other health team members as one of the characteristics of a competent trainer (4).

Similar to the results of our research, the mentioned studies highlighted the importance of trainers’ effective interaction for supporting and motivating students and managing tension in clinical environments. Our findings also indicated that one of the key elements of clinical competence is “scientific status”. The main factors fitting this category include the trainer's personal features such as good work ethics, empathy, humility, discipline and fondness.

Students participating in Alavi’s study believed that trainers' discipline can lead to more satisfaction and relaxation and thus more learning activities (12). Instructors and students in Buchle’s study considered the educators' passion and interest to be even more significant than their scientific research (15). Likewise, Nehring named interest in nursing and teaching as the major characteristic of a qualified trainer (26).

Although these studies highlighted the importance of instructor's traits, none presented a comprehensive collection of these properties. However, our participants' experiences suggested that a combination of these personal characteristics make a clinical instructor a good role model for the students. These trainers can introduce nursing as an ethical profession and can train nurses who are interested in and committed to human values and beliefs.

Furthermore, our participants believed that a qualified clinical trainer should possess training competence. In other words, besides effective transfer of concepts and experiences to students, they should strive to train thoughtful nurses by creating learning opportunities and promoting problem-finding skills. Similarly, other studies have addressed the necessity of instructors’ educational competence in their training roles.

Boor believes that clinical instructors should teach skills they are familiar with; in fact, these trainers have a unique perspective regarding clinical education and prioritize training to work (14). In this regard, Jouybari considered clinical competence as a component of management competence and described management, clinical leadership and planning as the trainer's responsibilities (2).

Moreover, Heshmati addressed the importance of critical thinking and interest in training, which lead to the trainer's use of novel, creative methods in clinical training and enjoyable learning experiences for the students (4). It seems that academic expectations, assigned clinical tasks, emphasis on certain methods of education and evaluation, and participants' awareness of new educational methods and clinical assessment have great impacts on the concept of clinical competence.

Undoubtedly, applying different novel teaching methods provides new learning opportunities for the students and makes clinical learning an enjoyable experience for the trainees (27). On the other hand, a competent clinical instructor with sufficient training qualification can bridge the gap between theoretical and practical learning in a real workplace and reduce stress in clinical environments (5, 28). These trainers help with the promotion of nursing as a regulated profession (29).

In the present study, participants mentioned unbiased evaluation as one of the important qualifications of a clinical instructor. Likewise, Boor, Ullian and Pazargadi addressed this aspect of trainers’ ability (14, 16, 30). Such capabilities help educators monitor students’ learning opportunities and practical activities and provide appropriate feedback at the right time. However, due to insufficient objectivity, clinical evaluation
has always been one of the instructors’ concerns. This suggests the need for further studies on the use of modern methods in clinical assessment, which can objectify clinical training and provide proper feedback.

Based on the results of this study, clinical competence has been one of the determining factors for clinical qualification. Our participants believed that a competent trainer has an active clinical presence, pays inclusive attention to patients, has clinical experience and proficiency (especially in times of crisis) and is capable of providing learning opportunities for the students by using the available facilities.

Previous studies prioritized clinical competence to educational and scientific activities (15). Heshmati described a qualified clinical instructor as a competent nurse. He believed that nurses' competence depends on their institutionalized knowledge and that a trainer has more confidence if he/she has clinical ethics (4).

From Boor's point of view, qualified clinical trainers have the required knowledge and try to update their skills, besides being good role models (14). Although researchers have not given similar definitions for clinical competence (31), they believe that competence leads to more confidence in trainers as skilled, professional nurses and promotes learning by developing confidence in students (4, 32).

Instructors’ competence, which is associated with gaining the confidence of Medical teams and patients, can also lead to more learning opportunities for the students. Content analysis showed that our participants accounted updated institutional knowledge, which is one of the main elements of clinical competence, as a trainer's scientific qualification.

Previous studies have confirmed the importance of instructors’ level and quality of knowledge (particularly specialized knowledge) in different fields including theoretical subjects, training, research, communication, professional roles and work ethics (17). Even some studies have named proficiency and theoretical knowledge as the most significant characteristics of an effective trainer from the viewpoints of students and trainers (2, 6, 33).

Undoubtedly, when a clinical instructor has specialized, theoretical knowledge and the ability to explain the scientific basis of matters, nursing education system will become more efficient and credible. This highlights the need for selecting clinical trainers with higher academic levels, as well as paying attention to retraining courses for updating trainers’ theoretical knowledge.

**Conclusion**

In this study, deep and concurrent investigation of the experiences of students and clinical instructors suggested that competence is a multi-dimensional concept. Overall, a qualified clinical trainer should have a comprehensive perspective. In other words, he/she should have five major characteristics: the ability to establish communication, educational qualifications, clinical competence, scholarly knowledge and academic status. The emerged themes were not similar to those reported in other studies. Such differences can be beneficial for administrators to use and empower clinical trainers by developing a competence-oriented system, planning in-service training and promoting their evaluation.
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